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Minutes of 31st WIRS Advisory Panel Meeting 

Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry on 25th June 2013 
 
Attendees: 

Kye Smith - Chairman      
Chris Hollamby – South East Water  
Dave Manning – Bristol Water 
Kevin Dornan – Wessex Water     
Bill Reid – South Staffordshire Waterworks Co     
Alison Fraser – Scottish Water 
Ian Russell – Scottish Water 
David Walters – WICS 
Gary Swift – Harlaxton     
Ken Marsh – Multi Utility UK 
Frank McDonald – Energetics Design and Build 
      
Mark Whitehouse – LR EMEA  

Apologies: 
Dave Ogbourne – Wessex Water 
Nomaan Yusaf – Severn Trent  
Jamie Worthington – Anglian Water 
Grant Morgan – Utility Gateway 

 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
 
1    Review of minutes of meeting dated 26rd February 2013 

In accordance with the accepted process the minutes of the last meeting were deemed approved once 
they had been issued to the WIRSAP members and an agreed 2 week period had elapsed during which 
no comments had been received. 
 
Actions from previous meeting (not otherwise covered by agenda items) 
 
Drawings ‘for construction’ were not being issued to SLOs where the host water company had 
undertaken the design, only as ‘draft’. This is causing concern with SLOs as the drawing only being 
issued in ‘draft’ form does not indicate that it is finalised and ‘approved for construction’.  
 
Action: Nomaan Yusaf to issue email following new contract arrangements to clarify.  
 
The current Developer Services Contacts list is currently being updated, and it was discussed that this 
should be made available when complete for circulation to SLOs. 

Action: Dave Manning to progress with Jamie Worthington and send to Mark Whitehouse at LR for 
circulation. 

LR has now set up a dedicated email address (wirsschedules@lr.org) for SLOs to send their work 
schedules for monitoring of surveillance visits. 
 
Action: LR to distribute email address to all SLOs  
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It was discussed  that water companies would provide on a monthly basis details of agreements 
accepted by SLOs to aid LR in arranging surveillance visits in a broader spread of areas. 
 
Action: LR to devise standard template and distribute to Water Companies to provide information to LR 
at the start of each month providing details of agreements accepted in previous period. 

 
2    Industry Updates  

 

a) Water UK HBF Joint Development Committee 
 

A new Water UK group has been formed under the banner of Developer Services, specifically ‘The 
Water UK HBF Joint Industry Development Committee’. The new group will focus on best practice, 
practical and technical issues. The group consists of 10 members representing five from Water UK, and 
five from the HBF however; it was noted that there is no representative from Scottish Water on the 
panel. Currently the group is focusing on contaminated land and a document is currently under review 
with the intention of adopting as a national addendum to the UKWIR guidance. The group are also 
focusing on metering housing installation, service installation and self-lay (including development of 
interactions between Water UK and WIRSAP). It was agreed WIRSAP minutes will be shared with 
members of this committee going forward and vice versa 

 

Action: Kye Smith to ascertain Scottish Water representative on Water UK  

Action: Kye Smith to distribute WIRSAP minutes to Joint committee members and vice versa 

Action: Kye Smith to host a Water UK HBF Joint Industry development committee update at future 
WIRSAP meetings  

 

b)   Developer Services Network 
 

The Developer Service Network group are currently focusing on a number of initiatives surrounding 
self-lay issues firstly, repairs to defects and whether there is evidence nationwide statically and any 
common issues secondly, tri-partite agreement being a joint document between water companies and 
SLOs thirdly, accurate as laid drawings provided by SLOs.  The Developer Services Network group are 
also looking at four projects at Water UK Developer Services these are, Technical Principles of Design, 
Interaction with other groups/stakeholders, practical implementation of draft water bill and NHBC and 
Developer Services Group. It was agreed updates from this group will be provided to WIRSAP and vice 
versa 
 
Action: Kye Smith to report back to WIRSAP group at future meetings  

Action: Kye Smith to host a WIRSAP update at future Developer Service Network meetings  

 
3   WIRSAP Quorum  
 
It was identified, the decision making process at WIRSAP was not clear to other industry groups and 
some members also required clarification. The group were in agreement that all aspects of the decision 
making process were adequately covered within the current MoU for the group. The group agreed that 
no decision could be undertaken unless quorum was provided by a minimum of 8 members at any 
meeting. 
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4   Update on Current Status of WIRS and Scheme Related Issues  

The current situation regarding WIRS accreditations is that: 
 

42 UCPs hold Full accreditation  
    22   UCPs hold Partial accreditation (increase of 6 since last meeting) 
      6   UCPs hold CRMC accreditation  

 

5       WIRS Requirement Document Update 

 
The WIRS Requirements Document v4.2 April 2013 has now been updated and is available to download 
from the Lloyds Register web-site at www.lloydsregister.co.uk/schemes/WIRS/.   

 

      a)     labour only sub-contracted work 
 

An issue had been raised to LR by a water company in respect to labour only sub-contractors working 
on-site and not wearing PPE badged of the accredited SLO. It was discussed that provided the labour 
only sub-contractors meet with the requirements of the WIRS Requirements Document, Sub Contracted 
Work Section 5.2.2 there is not requirement for PPE to be badged as the accredited SLO.  

No issues were raised by WIRSAP concerning the scheme or SLO accreditations. 

 

  6      NCO(W) Registrations 
 

a) Review of Trainee Status 

 

To comply with competency requirements all new operatives who are to undertake work on the water 
network are required to hold EUSR ‘Trainee Registration’. To enable an operative to gain this 
registration it is a pre-requisite that they hold national hygiene, SHEA(Water) and be registered with a 
training provider, and confirmation of registration from CABWI on a minimum of NCO(W) Assistant 
(Level 1). 

A number of SLOs are now taking on ‘apprentices’ within their organisations to start a career in the 
water industry. However, all new starters (within most industries) are subject to a probationary period, 
usually 6 months, and no account has been taken on this, as SLOs are required to register these new 
starters on a training course at NCO(W) Assistant ((in addition to national hygiene & SHEA(W), 
however there is no issue with registering new operatives on these courses)) before work can begin. This 
can create great expense if the new starters do not successfully pass their probationary period. It was 
discussed that could EUSR look at revising the scheme registrations to take account this issue that would 
agreeable to all stakeholders. 
 
Action: LR to discuss issue with EUSR. 
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7 WIRS in Scotland 

 
a) Update on role out 

 
Alison Fraser of Scottish Water gave WIRSAP an update of the introduction of WIRS in Scotland. 
Currently, there are 6 SLOs so far that have gained their partial status, and with one SLO working 
closely with Scottish Water later this month, and if successful, moving to full accreditation. 
SLOs in the highlands and islands have had some concerns regarding the volume of work, and costs of 
training to meet scheme requirements. Scottish Water and the WIRS Advisory Group panel have 
determined that a consistent approach is required across the whole of Scotland with regards to 
qualifications required to undertake WIRS work. Therefore, Scottish Water is currently looking at 
solutions for the funding of training costs with external bodies. 
 
8 Reporting Mechanisms between Lloyds and Water Companies 
 
It was discussed that a reporting mechanism would be useful whereby Lloyds Register notify all Water 
Companies when there is a new SLO that has gained either their Partial or Full accreditations, and when 
accredited SLOs are no longer members of the scheme. 
 
Action: LR to notify Water Companies of the above. 
 
9   Insurance for SLOs working in England and Wales 
 
Insurance currently under Section 12 of the WIRS Requirements Document covers work in Scotland 
only. It was discussed to whether this should be extended to cover SLOs working in England and Wales, 
after discussions it was decided that this should not be extended to England and Wales, as this was 
introduced into the scheme by Scottish Water to cover contractual agreements they have in place with 
their Licence Providers. 
 
 
10      A.O.B. 
 
WIRSAP agenda to be circulated to all members 10 working days prior to meeting. 

Action: LR to circulate as above 

Bill Reid raised a question regarding the introduction of the ‘Watersafe’ Scheme and its implementation. 

Action: Kye Smith to raise with Jamie Worthington 

A new vesting procedure is being introduced for mains and services in Scotland it was discussed that 
this may be a document that could possibly adopted in England and Wales. 

Action: Alison Fraser to send procedure to Mark Whitehouse for distribution to WIRSAP members for 
comment 

The dates for next year’s WIRSAP meetings to be scheduled to take into account the Assessment Finding 
reports that are published in January and July to enable these to be discussed. 

Action: LR to schedule dates for 2014 accordingly 

 

Confirmation of 2013 Meeting dates 

The date of the proposed WIRSAP final meeting for 2013 is as follows; 
 
 22nd October 2013. 
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LR will hold WIRS SLO Forum meetings and the proposed dates are as follows; 
 
13th August and 8th October 2013 
 
The meetings to be held at the LR offices in Coventry  
 
 
 


